Coolant Supply Options

Available coolant supply from the spindle

- Through the spindle
- Flange Entry (Form B)

Standard Through

Coolant delivered from the spindle through the knob and exits through the cutting tool. Coolant through knobs sold separately.

With Screws: Coolant delivered from the spindle through the knob and exits through the cutting tool. Coolant through knobs sold separately.

Without Screws: Coolant delivered from the spindle through the flange and exits through the cutting tool. Solid knob required. Solid knobs sold separately.

Through Spindle

- Through holes are standard in all Parlec holders where applicable. Solid and through hole retention knobs are available to accommodate coolant and non-coolant applications.

Through-Flange

- Combined with solid retention knobs Form B holes through flange, accept the coolant from the spindle.
- Available standard for many tools and available as a standard modification for most tools.
- Form B convertible or AD/B (BC) is available in many sizes.
- The AD/B (BC) style can be used as either through the spindle, as supplied, or converted to Form B, through the flange.
- Flange entry is enabled by removing two screws.